
 

 

SAC - April 3, 2014 
 
In Attendance:  Glen R., Amy T., Jennifer G, Kent B, Diana Simpson 
 
Policy Review: 
 
Typo in the uniform policy - page 3 "spirit" is missing an "i".   
 
 
Policies that SAC is reviewing does not line up with the Board.  And some policies on the 
Board's review list are not on our grid at all.   
 
--Ask the Board for their calendar of policy reviews to ensure SAC is lined up with that.   
 
Student Survey: 
 
Suggestions / Edits: 
1) Ask students if they like the specific elective.  List out like in the parent survey.   
2)Also ask a general satisfaction question with electives.   
3)Ask if student got to sign up for the electives they  wanted (some electives very popular and 
students can't get into them). 
4) Keep teacher question generic even though 4 teachers for some students  
5) Keep the survey the same from last year with the above additions. 
 
 
SAC Election 
 
Sac recommendation is that all school elections happen at the same time.   
 
Required Voting members for fully functional SAC: 
Principal 
Teacher  - elected at a teacher staff meeting..  1 year term.   
3 parents/guardians 
PTS adult OR 4th parent (PTS - one parent from an organization of parents, teachers or 
students recognized by the school) 
Community representative 
Future academy parent - elected after the lottery every year in December 
(questionable if future parent is required by district or just by BFA.*) 
 
--In our December agenda we need to add in calling new parent and asking them to join the 
SAC.   
 
Non voting member: 
Student member 
Additional teachers 
 
 
-- BFA SAC needs a community member.  They can't be a relative or guardian of child.  SAC will 
ask board for several ideas of community members.  Maybe Children's hospital? 



 

 

 
--Need to revise the list of SAC members on website after elections.   
 
After elections in May: 
Need a chair, vice chair, and record.  This will be decided in May if no election; in September if 
there is an election. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


